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Abstract: Many complex detail objects in the village virtual scene are important to the photo-realistic rendering technology.
Bump mapping, normal mapping and parallax mapping have a capability to represent the realistic rendering by disturbing
normal vector or shifting the texture coordinates along the view direction. However, an incorrect offset will lead to the sliding
phenomenon in the detail rendering. In this paper, a corresponding relation between the offset and the current viewpoint is
proposed by establishing mathematics function of the detail image pixel coordinates and the height values. Furthermore, the
new pixel offset is calculated by using GPU technology. With GPU technology, sliding phenomenon does not appear when the
viewpoint changes. Thus, the detail objects have the realistic effect in village virtual scene. The experimental results
demonstrate that this proposed method has achieved better performance in representing the realistic and detail rendering than
traditional methods of parallax mapping and texture coordinate offset correction with GPU technology.
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1 Introduction
It is an important research branch in virtual
reality to make the virtual objects photo-realistic.
There are two main approaches to render details of
a scene: geometry-based rendering and image-based
rendering. The former can generate details images
from different viewpoints with 3-D data sets, such
as polygon meshes and their surface properties.
However a complex scene may involve large data
sets that can be prohibitive to process in real-time.
The latter renders details from different viewpoints
by interpolating between photographic images,
because rendering time does not depend on the
scene’s complexity, so it is easy to generate
photorealistic output. However this approach tends
the viewpoint and scene structure. Further, its
calculations tend to be slow because of the lack of
graphic hardware acceleration.
Texture mapping technology[1-2] can describe
object details and reduce the complexity of the
virtual scene when the object structure is complex.
However, texture mapping technology just
considers surface color, thus it can describe various
decorative pattern designs only on a smooth surface,
but can not present rough detail information brought
about by bumpy micro geometry shape. When the
viewpoint is close to the observation object, the

demand for the model accuracy is higher, and the
object detail information described by texture
mapping technology cannot satisfy user’s demand
of visual experience. Of particular note, an image
mapped onto object surfaces does not have
coarseness detail effect within a surface. This
problem is magnified when inspecting a texturemapped surface with stereoscopic vision, because
lack of binocular disparity between each mapped
polygon is a depth cue that the surface it represents
is flat. To solve this problem, the technology of
bump mapping is proposed. It can simulate surface
bumpy detail information without any overload of
increasing extra polygons, and make the virtual
scene with more realistic. But it lacks the motion
parallax effect-an apparent effect of relative
movement of the surface detail due to a viewpoint.
Parallax mapping[3] is a technology that can
realize the 3D rendering on dynamic viewpoint of
image details, and it can realize 3D parallax effect
of image surface details through the texture
coordinate offset. However, incorrect texture
coordinate offset will lead to a sliding effect in the
result, then reduction in realism. In order to cover
this shortage of the parallax mapping technology,
Donnelly[4] describes a ray tracer that uses 3D
textures and a sphere tracing data structure, which
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avoids the applications of parallax mapping, and
realizes the 3D parallax effect of image surface
details. But its efficiency is not high due to the ray
tracing calculation. Tatarchuk[5], Policarpo[6] and
some others describe an improved method based on
traditional normal vector. It avoids the sliding effect
of parallax mapping, but the change of parallax is
not so big and the 3D effect is not obvious.
Along with the development of computer
hardware, 3D rendering of image details under
dynamic viewpoint develops further. Steep parallax
mapping technology[7]can calculate out the selfprojection of image detail information in the Pixel
Shader and enhance the 3D display effect of the
image details without the use of geometric data.
Nevertheless, Steep parallax mapping technology
costs much. It needs to use 20 or more layers to
present the high quality display effect. This will
waste a lot of time. It is more important that it takes
up a lot of execution time of Pixel Shader, and this
kind of Shader is 20 times slower than Normal
Mapping.
Instead
of
traditional
vertex
transformation and lighting equation to correct the
deviation of texture coordinates[8], the custom
program can use parameters to adjust and fix offset
size, and draw it as near as possible to the correct
value quickly, in order to alleviate texture sliding
effect.

shading, not the underlying geometry. The bump
map can contain height values that will affect the
normal of each pixel. However, it can as an
alternative contain normal that have been computed
from such a bump map and this map is then called a
normal map[9]. Especially moving frame bump
mapping[10]is closely related to shading since it
includes vector interpolation, which is the essence
of Phong shading. Bump mapping is also closely
related to texture mapping[11]. It will also suffer
from similar aliasing problems when bumps are
magnified or minified.
Blinn used an approximation for the perturbed
normal, which depends on the surface normal and
the height information in the bump map. The
perturbed normal is calculated as
n'  n 

Fu (n  Pv )  Fv (n  Pu )
n

Where n is the surface normal, Pu and Pv are the
partial derivatives of the surface in the
u and v directions respectively. Fu and Fv are the
gradients of the bump map.

Bump mapping combines per-fragment lighting
with surface normal perturbations supplied by an
image, in order to simulate detail information on
object surfaces. This effect is achieved without
Many objects with detail information in the requiring excessive geometric tessellation of the
villages’ virtual scene, such as art relief of custom surface. With bump mapping, the detailed surface
building, scraggy wall, and so on. In order to solve features that influence an object’s lit appearance can
the details rendering under the premise of not taking be captured in an image instead of actually
up too much time of system, a mapping function of increasing the object’s geometric complexity. A
image pixels coordinates and height values is bump-mapped scene has more geometry and surface
defined in this paper, which can get a correct virtual richness than is actually present.
pixel offset related to viewpoint through the pixel to
pixel shift for details image. The experimental
results demonstrate that the detail rendering method 2.2 Displacement mapping
based on pixels offset does not increase algorithm
Although standard bump mapping offers a
complexity, and when the viewpoint draws near to relatively inexpensive way to add surface detail,
the object surface gradually, surface details of there are several downsides to this technique. Bump
object can present a 3D effect with no sliding mapping approaches lack the ability to represent
phenomenon.
view-dependent unevenness of detailed surfaces,
and therefore fail to represent motion parallax—the
apparent displacement of the object due to
2 Method of Detail Rendering
viewpoint change, and today’s some graphics
hardware can compute it in real-time[12]. In recent
2.1 Bump mapping
years, new approaches for simulating displacement
Bump mapping as a technique that makes a on surfaces have been introduced.
surface appear rough or wrinkled. This affect is
Displacement mapping was first mentioned by
achieved by perturbing the normal used in the
Cook[13]
as a technique for adding surface detail to
illumination computation. Hence, it only affects the
objects in a similar manner to texture mapping. It is
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a powerful technique for adding detail to three
dimensional objects and scenes. Although it can
modify the silhouette and realize parallax effects, it
addresses the issues above by actually modifying
the underlying surface geometry. So it needs many
polygons to generate a transformation through
height map data. It is a kind of modeling technique
that is unsuitable for real-time rendering.

along view direction[14].Now, assuming that a
model with geometrical details is on the upper part
of the object. Its section can be described with a

curve. The observation vector is V , if the object
surface is observed along the observation vector
V = (Vx ,Vy ,Vz ) , the pixel coordinates (u, v) would be
seen on the detail surface, while the point
corresponding to the practical geometric detail
To apply a detail image as a displacement map model is (u ' , v' ) . To get the correct pixel coordinates,
on a subdivision surface, the geometric elements are it is needed to shift the coordinates of each pixel of
mapped the image domain. There are several the image a certain distance along view direction in
mapping techniques performing such a task, the order to realize parallax effect when the viewpoint
simplest planar mapping technique is adopted, shifts on the object surface. That is just shifting
which is a function
point (u, v) to (u ' , v' ) along the view direction.
F : R3  R 2

(u ' , v' )  (u, v)  offset

defined as follows.

is the actual position of the viewpoint, and
(u , v ) , the corrected pixel coordinate of the actual
F (vi )  N  pi
pixel coordinate, is corresponding to the geometric
N is a 3  3 matrix project the vertex pi to the image detail model of the viewpoint, and offset is the
plane. The typical choices of N are as follows.
offset of pixel coordinate. Retrieve some images
with the corrected coordinates, and the image will
1 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
show the 3D parallax effect when the sight moves
N xy  0 1 0 , N xz  0 0 0  , N yz  0 1 0 
relative to the uneven surface.
(u, v)
'

0 0 0

0 0 1 

'

0 0 1 

Strictly speaking the function F does produce a
vector in R3 . The image plane coincident to one of
the three principle plane ( xy, xz, yz) , in which the
projected vertices reside. The projection of vertices
in R 2 will be normalize to e(1,1) square domain, since
detail image is aligned with the square domain.
The designer is free to choose in which principle
plane the image should reside. The region of
interest is also interactively selected by the
designer. Therefore, appropriate image pixel
coordinates can be interactively assigned to each
triangle.The generation of the subdivision surface is
achieved by iteratively applying a set of refinement
rules, each iteration new vertices are inserted to the
surface.
2.3 Parallax mapping
Parallax mapping is implemented by displacing
the pixel coordinates at a point on the rendered
polygon by a function of the view angle in tangent
space and the value of the height map at that point.
At steeper view-angles, the pixel coordinates are
displaced more, giving the illusion of depth due to
parallax effects as the view changes. Without
changing the geometry property of the object
surface, the image 3D illusion of object surface can
be drawn by the translation of the pixel coordinates

3 Detail Rendering Based on Pixel Offset
3.1 Pixel offset calculation
To calculate the pixel offset offset of point Pi on
the current viewpoint, the first step is to normalize
the eye vector V . Height value of the image pixel
coordinate (u, v) can be read out from the input
height map, and then assume that the height value
of point (u, v) is set as hi . As the offset along the
view direction, so offset direction is determined by
the sight direction, and the size of the offset is
determined by the height value corresponding
to (u, v) , so the pixel offset of point Pi is defined as.

offset  hi 

Vx , y
Vz

Where Vz is the projection of the eye vector V on to
the axis n on the cutting plane space n, t , b , namely
the n -component of V , and vector Vx , y is the
composite vector of the t -component and the b component of the eye vector V , as shown in
Fig.3.1.
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However, when the viewing angle is sharp, the
offset distance is small, which means that the
heights of point (u ' , v' ) and point (u, v) are very
close. When the viewing angle becomes very large,
the pixel offset will tend to infinity, which will lead
to that the offset is bigger than the actual offset
value, then the final detail rendering results will not
be correct.
3.2 Pixel offset translation
Incorrect pixel offset will lead to that the 3D
effect obtained dose not meet the actual geometric
Figure. 3.1. Eye vector composition
detail model, and could even cause sliding
And then get the new image pixel coordinate phenomenon. In order to get the correct pixel
coordinate offset in different viewing angles, as
(u ' , v' ) as:
shown in Fig.3.2, the method of pixel offset
Vx , y
'
'
translation is proposed.
(u , v )  (u, v)  hi 
Vz

Pixel offset calculation above is processed under
the premise of assuming that point (u ' , v' ) and point
(u, v) have the same height value, but this case is not
usually seen in reality. When the object surface
height values are not completely approximately
equal, image pixel coordinate offset from the
calculation will have a little difference with the
actual situation, which will lead to a distortion of
the details of the rendered object. Aiming at the
deficiency of parallax mapping, some improvement
method are proposed: as to the local computer
common principle, when the distance between two
points on the surface of an object were close, the
height values of the two in the height map would
not be too different with each other, so the heights
can be considered approximately equal if limited in
a certain distance range. Therefore, for the
calculation of the image pixel coordinate offset, if
offset is limited in a certain range, the height values
of the points in this range would be approximately
equal.

Figure.3.2 Pixel offset translation

In the graph V is the eye vector, and (ui , vi ) is the
actual image pixel coordinate, and N i is the normal
vector of the smooth surface mapping the detailed
sense, and (ui  d , vi  d ) is a new pixel coordinates after
translation. When the surface heights of the actual
geometric detail model are not equal, in Fig.3.2 the
distance between normal vector N i and the
intersection point of the eye vector V and the
geometric detail model is the correct offset.

To calculate the appropriate limits, the first step
is to halve the value of offset , namely.
1 V
offset  hi  x , y
Vz
2

3.2.1 Mapping between pixel coordinate and
height value

To get a true offset translation, mapping
Although the drawing effect has been improved relationship should be established first, which is
with this method, it is still unsatisfactory. Moreover, between pixel coordinates and the height values.
multiplying 1 2 also increases a certain amount of Assume that the sizes of the image map and the
height map are M  N , both stored in chain tables.
calculation. Then the expression was simplified as
The data structure is as Fig.3.3.
follows:
offset  hi Vx, y
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eye vector on the plane x, y and the axis z . The
expression is as follows.

Figure.3.3 Data structure of mapping
Where, P0 , P1PM  N  2 , PM  N 1 is the coordinates chain
table,
Pi  (ui , vi ), i  0,1,M  N  1

and H0 , H1H M  N  2 , H M  N 1 is the height chain
table,where Hi  hi i  0,1,M  N  1 ,and the
mapping function is f , which defines the mapping
relationship of the pixel coordinate Pi and the
height value H i ,
f (ui , vi )  hi i  0,1,M  N  1

Each pixel coordinate is corresponding to a
height value, as shown in Fig.3.4, which shows the
mapping function of coordinates and the height
values, and new pixel coordinates
Pi  (ui , vi ), i  0,1,M  N  1

are corresponding to the height values
Hi  hi

i  0,1, M  N  1 .
f (u0 , v0 )  h0

(u0 , v0 )

h0

...

(u1 , v1 )

h1

( u2 , v 2 )

h2

...

...

f (ui , vi )  hi

i  0,1, M  N  1

(uM  N  2 , v M  N  2 )

hM  N 1

(uM  N 1 , vM  N 1 )

hM  N  2

Pixel coordinates
linked list

Height linked list

Figure3.4. Pixel coordinates and height linked list

Figure.3.5 Translation value calculation
cot  

Vx , y
Vz

On the current viewpoint, the ratio of the correct
coordinate offset and the corresponding height
value after the offset is
offset  translation
 cot 
Hi d

.

Thus, the relationship between the new pixel
coordinate offset and the current viewpoint
coordinates is
offset  translation Vx , y

Hi
Vz

.

Therefore, the current pixel coordinates Ti
moves along the eye vector pixel to pixel, and
according to the function f , the height H i 1 of the
new pixel coordinate Pi 1 can be obtained. Move the
coordinate pixel to pixel, and then the ratio of the
number of the pixels of the coordinate offset and the
height of the image coordinates can be obtained,
When the equation
i  d Vx , y

Hi
Vz

is true, the ordinate will no longer move, and then
d | offset  translation | is the correct pixel offset of
detail
rendering.
Before calculating translation, f mapping
function of the pixel coordinates and the height
values should be defined first. Now assuming that 4 Experimental Results
the eye vector is V and its angle with the object
In order to verify the realistic result with this
surface is  , as shown in Fig.3.5, and the cotangent detail rendering method based on pixel offset, in
value of  is equal to the ratio of Vector Vx , y and this paper, some flower relief of villages building
Vector Vx , y , which are the component vectors of the and wall of civil house are rendering uses CG
language, on an ordinary PC, transfers data from
3.2.2 Translation value calculation
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Pixel Shader to Fragment Shader, and threedimensional realistic rendering of detail objects in
the villages are realized. Experimental results as
Fig. 4.1.

(b) Wrought rendering time
Figure.4.2 Rendering time contrastation of different
methods
Division in the detail rendering is omitted in
paper[14], and it costs the shortest time in the same
resolution. Yet, to ensure the correctness of the
image pixel coordinate offset, a dot product
method[15] is used, so it costs the longest time.
This paper concludes a method, which consists of a
division and a pixel translation, to obtain the correct
image coordinate offset and the realistic detail
object, by shifting the image coordinates pixel to
pixel. The shifting won’t increase the algorithm
complexity, so the algorithm complexity only
relates to the division. Therefore, the calculation of
the pixel coordinates by per-pixel shifting won’t
(b) Wall rendering based on pixel offset
increase the whole complexity of algorithm.
Figure4.1Rendering results based on pixel offset
Meanwhile, the object surface details are formed by
Can be seen from Fig.4.1, there will be a kind of some tiny ups and downs changes, and the step of
realistic effect created as the viewpoint moves. And the per-pixel shifting is short, so the improved
some details will show different effects as the image method of parallax mapping with pixel to pixel shift
pixel coordinate offsets are differe.
for image coordinates does not decrease the
efficiency of image detail drawing.[16].
For the complexity of the algorithm, compare
the time costs of different methods rendering brick
surface detail image and wrought detail image in 6 Conclusion
different resolution of 128 128 , 256  256 , 512  512
A lot of detail objects in the virtual village
and 1024 1024 , as shown in Fig.4.2.
rendering, bump mapping, normal mapping and
parallax mapping can produce 3D effect，but offset
will cause detail information sliding distortions.
When the viewpoint moves to make the angle with
plane vary small, the situation will be very sharp,
and the effect will be unacceptable. Therefore
calculation pixel coordinate offset is a very
important problem. In this paper, a one-one
mapping function of image coordinate and height is
defined, and a detail object rendering method based
on pixel offset is proposed. Moving the pixel
coordinates to the eye vector in pixels, when the
(a) Brick surface rendering time
distance and the current viewpoint coordinates meet
(a) Flower relief rendering based on pixel offset
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the given equation, the right coordinate offset is
obtained. This method can get the true coordinate
offset, and correct the distortion deformation
phenomenon, meantime, pixel shifting won’t
increase the algorithm complexity. Therefore, it
enhances the realistic effect of detail object
rendering with no increase in algorithm complexity.
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